
TERMS OF USE:
The resource provided here is for YOUR PERSONAL USE only. Feel free to print it as many times as you like. Please do not 
forward the resource to your friends or family - refer them to my website. Commercial use and mass production are not 
allowed. You cannot resell this �le or the �nished products. For further information of the terms of use please go      http://w-
ww.mgulin.com/terms-of-use/

CAPTAIN AMERICA SHIELD
Thank you for downloading this resource!

PAPER CHOICE
Altough this resource may print on any type of paper thickness I would recommend a heavyweight 
white matte photo paper or cardstock. The resource is formatted to papersize U.S. Letter (8.5 x 11 
inches) but can also print perfectly on A4 (21.0 x 29.7cm or 8.27 x 11.69 in).  

INSTRUCTIONS
1. PRINT AND CUT OUT THE INDIVIDUAL BOXES
Print out as many copies of  the template as you need and cut them out. Note the di�erent num-
bered parts for later reference.

2. FOLD AND GLUE BOX
For a clean and straight line along the folds. Make a score alonge the dashed lines with 
at butter knife or something similar and a ruler. Next make a mountain fold along 
all the dashed lines.

ASSEMBLE SHIELD
Put some glue on the backside of the tabs marked with a       and glue them on the backside of the 
shield. Make you fold the tabs so there is a little tab left on the edges for the shileds edge to fasten 
on (see �gure 1.). Put some glue on the backside of shape 3 and glue to the edge of the shield.
 
ASSEMBLE SHIELD STAND
Put som glue on the tabs marked with a G and glue the to the corresponding sides so that 
you end up with a shape that looks like �gure 2.
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